Agile Software Product Manager
Location:

Employment Type:
Salary:

Cambridge, UK (Currently home based due to pandemic
restrictions, hybrid model of working available upon return to normal
circumstances)
Full time, Permanent
Competitive, details will be made available upon first contact

In every sector, organisations are using location data to make better decisions – improving
services, maximizing efficiency and even saving lives. 1Spatial’s suite of solutions help our
customers manage their complex geospatial data. We are a rapidly growing global business
with offices in Cambridge (UK), France, Australia, USA, Ireland, Belgium and Tunisia.
1Spatial’s product platform development team is responsible for developing its core LMDM
software components and APIs that are deployed on-premise and on the cloud. These allow
customers to bring the power of our patented no-code rules engine to their geospatial data,
delivering automated data validation, cleaning, integration and transformation.
These products integrate with many open source or commercial technologies, both as data
sources such as Google Big Query, Postgres databases or Esri ArcGIS and also as
platforms or frameworks such as open source Wildfly, Oracle Weblogic application server or
many other libraries and frameworks.
The applications are primarily built using Java on top of a C and C++ core using popular UI
frameworks like React (and previously Angular) for the user interface to our no-code rules
engine.
Would you be a good fit for the 1Spatial Product management team? We are looking for
an experienced Product Manager to guide our high-performing development team to deliver
our product strategy and goals and to provide product expertise to help the sales and
marketing teams produce product collateral and demonstrations.
As a Product Manager, you will work with our consultants, customers and users to
understand their needs, and how these needs can be turned into requirements. You will
communicate the goal and requirements to the development team and work with the team to
deliver. You will own the team’s backlog, prioritising product and solution features and
planning the releases.
The successful candidate will have great communication skills to work with development
teams as well as others inside and outside the organisation. They will be able to support
their team with their vision and understanding of our market, our customers and our
business.
Required Skills and Experience:
•
•
•
•
•

Proven experience in working as a Product Manager or similar role in software
development
Experience in enterprise data management systems
Strong understanding of technical needs from pre- to post-sales
Excellent technical and non-technical communication skills
Experience of agile development (e.g. Kanban, Scrum)

Desired Skills and Experience:
•

Experience and familiarity with the following would be great:
o GIS (Geographic Information Systems)
o Agile development workflow tools (e.g. JIRA)

What we can offer
Competitive salary

Free car parking

Flexible working hours

Easy rail access

25 days annual leave

Soft drinks and fruit

Generous company pension scheme

Cycle to work scheme

Group income protection scheme

Active social programme

Private health insurance

Health Cash Plan

Buying/selling annual leave

Personal Development Allowance

Interested?
Please send a covering letter and CV/resume to recruitment@1spatial.com.
Our Recruitment Privacy Policy explains how we store, manage and process the data you
provide to us.
If you require further information or would like an informal chat about the role, please contact
recruitment@1spatial.com and we will arrange for you to speak with the hiring manager.
We require that all candidates are able to demonstrate their eligibility to work in the UK.

